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Bheem's holiday in Nepal takes an unexpected turn when he is called to. Dhir sits with him on the train, but on the way he disappears without a trace. Bhimana believes that this is revenge on the part of Gopala. Bhandarkar joins him and together they go in search of the missing Dhir. All this time, Rajit, the son of the vice-speaker of the Parliament, also tried to deal with Bhima. He found out about his father's
criminal past and that he was planning to hide Dheer in a hideout in the Himalayas and decided to thwart them. Meanwhile, Dhik alone finds Gopal's hideout and releases Dhimana from custody. The enraged prince tries to escape from prison, but the rajit is also arrested. So Bhima and the rajah are caught together. The Dhimai sisters took all of Rajit's money and jewels and left him alone in the streets of
Kathmandu. Bhima's rebellion inspires his former enemy, and now friend, Dhidonya, who sided with Bhimi. Upon learning of this, the prince is forced to go to war with his brother and his henchmen in order to free his beloved and save his sister. But Rajit asks Bhinda and Bhandar to come to the rescue. 2013 - Filmfare Awards nomination in the category "Best Telugu Film" for "Bringaraj" 2012 Filmramas
Awards Nominees for Best Film and Best Actress in a Film (Ilunka Devi) 2012 - Filmfare Award - Best Supporting Actor (Idam Seh)
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